What BDS Overlooked: Sponsors of terrorism within the University of California Endowment

On February 8th, the University of California Student Association Congress voted to divest holdings in the UC endowment from specific companies operating with or within Israel. The association also called for divestment from holdings in the governments of ...
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Key Executives for University of California, Endowment Arm

To contact University of California, Endowment Arm, please visit . Company data is provided by Capital IQ. Please use this form to report any data issues.
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College Endowments Make Happy Discovery: Black Ink

4.2 University of California ENDOWMENT FISCAL YEAR 2003: 4.4 PERCENTAGE CHANGE FROM 2002: +4.0 Columbia ENDOWMENT FISCAL YEAR 2003: 4.4 PERCENTAGE CHANGE FROM 2002: +2.6 Emory ENDOWMENT FISCAL YEAR 2003: 4.0 PERCENTAGE CHANGE FROM 2002: -11.7 Texas A&M ...
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UC's endowment plunged $1 billion

The University of California endowment lost $1 billion in the first nine months of 2008, with $700 million of the loss coming in the latest quarter. The general endowment pool managed by the UC Board of Regents stood at $5.7 billion as of Sept. 30 - down ...
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The Financial Carnage on Campus

Amid the destruction wrought by the global financial crisis, should American colleges and universities be seeking a bailout plan of their own? Despite the presence in the popular imagination of the scrappy entrepreneur who makes his fortune with barely a ...
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FM assures foreign investors on reforms, tax regime

San Francisco Employees Retirement Fund and others as well as investment companies like Capricorn Investment Group, Think Investments and others. Jaitley's US itinerary during the visit, ending on June 25, embraces New York, Washington and San Francisco ...
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Finance Minister Arun Jaitley on 10-Day US Visit, Business Delegation Follows

The discussions coming up are with pension funds like CalPERS, CalSTRS, University of Stanford Endowment and University of California Endowment, CII said in a statement. It said "there is scope for far greater funding commitment from US companies as the ...
Arun Jaitley in US, CII Business Delegation Follows

The discussions coming up are with pension funds like CalPERS, CalSTRS, University of Stanford Endowment and University of California Endowment, CII said in a statement. It said "there is scope for far greater funding commitment from US companies as the ...

CII delegation to join FM Jaitley in US to explore long-term investment opportunities

The discussions coming up are with pension funds like CalPERS, CalSTRS, University of Stanford Endowment and University of California Endowment, CII said in a statement. It said "there is scope for far greater funding commitment from US companies as the ...

CII members to join Jaitley in US visit

The CII said that among the various meetings being coordinated during the delegation's visit, discussions are being organised with pension funds like CalPERS, CalSTRS, University of Stanford Endowment, University of California Endowment, San Francisco ...

Jaitley in US, CII Biz Delegation Follows

The discussions coming up are with pension funds like CalPERS, CalSTRS, University of Stanford Endowment and University of California Endowment, CII said in a statement. It said "there is scope for far greater funding commitment from US companies as the ...
CII delegation accompanying Jaitley to U.S.

Among the meetings being coordinated during the visit, there are discussions being organized with Pension Funds like CalPERS, CalISTRS, University of Stanford Endowment, University of California Endowment and San Francisco Employees Retirement Fund.

Redpoint Ventures raises $400 million, despite mediocre results

As of Sept 30 of last year, Redpoint’s $600 million first fund, raised in Oct. 1999, was showing a negative 18.5 percent internal rate of return, according to the University of California endowment, which is an investor. And yet because of long-term ...

UCSB Students And Alumni Speak Out Against Investment In The Gun Industry

Since the Isla Vista tragedy, UCSB students and alumni have been working to ensure that the University of California endowment is not contributing to gun violence by investing in the gun industry. On Thursday, May 21, UCSB students and alumni will be ...

University of California endowment chalks up 18.7% return

University of California, Oakland, endowment returned a net 18.7% for the fiscal year ended June 30, surpassing its benchmark of 16.5%, material prepared for the Sept. 12 board meeting showed. The
$8.3 billion endowment has an asset allocation of 46.1% ...
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Report: University of California endowment performs poorly

The University of California's endowment earned about 7.3 percent between 2004 and 2013, worse than the average of 10 percent earned by other top universities, according to a report by the Center for Investigative Reporting. During those years, earnings ...
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How UC–Santa Barbara Can Turn Grief Into Action: Divest From Gun Manufacturers

Students and faculty at the University of California–Santa Barbara are understandably in shock after ... moved to divest from manufacturers of assault weapons. The University of California endowment is one of the largest in the country.
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New Normal Or Different Normal?

But, a “different normal” might be a more appropriate label. William B. Coaker Jr., head of equity investments at the University of California endowment, wrote a research report on market correlations, which was published by the Financial Planning ...
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About Rajiv Malhotra
a program in religion and science at University of California, endowment for the Center for Advanced Study of India at University of Pennsylvania, lectures at the Center for Consciousness Studies at University of Arizona.
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**Pension Fund Managers Come Knocking, in Vain**

In 1996, the University of California endowment chose only venture winners, including a Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers fund that posted an annual return of 286.6 percent. By the time the university cashed out, the $20 million it had invested in Kleiner ...
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**U. Cal. Ups Hedge Fund, Private Equity Commitments**

The $71 billion University of California endowment and retirement funds are boosting their allocations to hedge funds and private equity funds. During the board’s March 6th meeting, CIO Marie Berggren recommended that the University of California ...
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**We can stop the NRA’a madness**

The University of California endowment is one of the largest in the country. If the UC system announced a similar policy, it would have a huge impact, inspiring other universities to follow its example. Media coverage of the Isla Vista tragedy has ...
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**Redpoint Ventures raises $400 million, despite mediocre results**
As of Sept 30 of last year, Redpoint's $600 million first fund, raised in Oct. 1999, was showing a negative 18.5 percent internal rate of return, according to the University of California endowment, which is an investor. And yet because of long-term ...
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Foundation pledges $70M for scholarships at colleges

A Bay Area foundation has pledged up to $70 million to award scholarships at California community colleges. The gift comes from the Bernard Osher Foundation and is believed to be largest to a community college system in the nation, according to the ...
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The Tech Slump

It's absolutely a concern," even for still-booming companies such as Cisco, says Jim Cottle, a technology analyst at the University of California Endowment & Employee Pension Fund, which owns shares of Lucent, Cisco, and Nortel Networks (NT). To put all ...
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The Financial Carnage on Campus

But as it has been widely reported, many of these endowments have now plummeted in a matter of months. In 2008, the University of California endowment lost $1 billion; Harvard's endowment dropped by 22 percent, or $8 billion. While the drop in endowments ...
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University of California Plans Venture-Capital Fund for Campus Startups

The shift to a more entrepreneurial approach hasn't enjoyed unanimous support—particularly when assistance comes directly from the university. Some faculty members have expressed concern that such investment activity favors certain departments over ...
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AM Alert: Big money, baseball star at de León, Vidak fundraisers

Kevin de León won’t take over as the new state Senate President Pro Tem for one more day, but he’s already celebrating in style. The California Democratic Party is hosting a major fundraiser tonight in honor of the Los Angeles Democrat’s swearing-in ...
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Erik Lundberg: The man who manages the University’s billions

Leading that team is Erik Lundberg, the University’s 49-year-old, Norwegian-born chief investment officer. Since arriving in Ann Arbor in the fall of 1999, Lundberg has transformed a relatively modest portfolio into one of the leading endowments in all ...
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No news for University of California Endowment right now. Check back soon!
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